In order to maintain and enhance the operational reliability of a robotic manipulator deployed in space, an operational reliability system control method is presented in this paper. First, a method to divide factors affecting the operational reliability is proposed, which divides the operational reliability factors into task-related factors and cost-related factors. Then the models describing the relationships between the two kinds of factors and control variables are established. Based on this, a multivariable and multiconstraint optimization model is constructed. Second, a hierarchical system control model which incorporates the operational reliability factors is constructed. The control process of the space manipulator is divided into three layers: task planning, path planning, and motion control. Operational reliability related performance parameters are measured and used as the system's feedback. Taking the factors affecting the operational reliability into consideration, the system can autonomously decide which control layer of the system should be optimized and how to optimize it using a control level adjustment decision module. The operational reliability factors affect these three control levels in the form of control variable constraints. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed method can achieve a greater probability of meeting the task accuracy requirements, while extending the expected lifetime of the space manipulator.
Introduction
With the development of space technology and the increasing of the aerospace application tasks, robotic manipulators are playing an increasingly important and diverse role in space and aerospace applications [1] [2] [3] . The overall development trends of the spacecrafts show increasing expense and long life characteristics. The function of the space mechanisms is increasing, and their structure is becoming more complex [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Consequently with the growth of the working hours in orbit, the space mechanism is bound to have many unpredictable new failure modes exposed. Meanwhile, most of the space mechanisms are deployed in extravehicular roles making it difficult to maintain them. Therefore, it is necessary to achieve high reliability and long life for space mechanisms to complete China's manned spaceflight, deep space exploration, and other major national special tasks.
Furthermore it is also one of the main difficulties of advancing the world's aerospace enterprises [9] [10] [11] [12] .
According to analysis of a large number of literature researches, more than 156 on-orbit faults of 129 aircrafts happened from 1980 to 2005. According to the fault causes, the electrical/electronic failure accounted for 45%, mechanical failure accounted for 32%, software failure accounted for 6%, and the failure which cannot locate accurately accounted for 17%. Electrical/electronic failure and software failure mostly can be repaired in orbit, but 80% of mechanical failures led to whole failure of the task. It occurs often that space mechanisms' service life is shortened due to improper operation strategy.
In practice, the reliability of the product can be divided into the inherent reliability and the operational reliability [13] . The inherent reliability of the product is established during the process of the product design and manufacturing 2 International Journal of Aerospace Engineering and can be controlled by the product developers [14] . The operational reliability is a characteristic that exhibits the product's ability to maintain performance in actual use. In addition to its inherent reliability factors, we should also consider the impact of product installation, operation, maintenance, security, and other factors [15, 16] . Therefore, enhancing the system reliability of the space mechanisms requires consideration of both the inherent reliability and the operational reliability, and particular attention must be paid to the operational reliability.
System control theory is the integrated optimization theory of the control system, which is developed on the basis of the ideas and working methods of systems theory and cybernetics. By analyzing the internal relations of components in the complex systems and considering the relationship among the various parts of the system, on the basis of the control theory, it optimizes and adjusts the process control of the systems to achieve optimal overall system status [17, 18] .
There are very diverse types of space mechanisms and some are not controllable, such as trusses and other similar support structures [19] . Some can be controlled, such as robotic space manipulator and navigation satellite link drive mechanisms [20, 21] . For the controllable space mechanisms (such as manipulators) containing multiple moving parts, the reliability can be improved by adjusting the control strategy, optimizing the control parameters during the service period, which can extend the working life of the robot arm and reduce the use and maintenance costs of the manipulator.
Existing control methods, such as PID control, variable structure control, fuzzy control, neural network control, and predictive control, have been widely used as the control technology of space mechanisms [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . Existing control models are merely concerned about the impact of factors associated with the effect of task execution, with little consideration about the operational reliability factors associated with the working life of space mechanisms [32] [33] [34] [35] . Reference [36] considers the operational reliability for the space manipulator, but it constructed the operational reliability system control model based on the degree of operational reliability, which comes from the perspective of probability distribution. These methods mentioned above do not take into account the factors related to the effect of task execution and the operational reliability factors associated with the life from the system level simultaneously. This leads to shortening the service period of space mechanisms.
Therefore, it is necessary to study and develop an operational reliability system control method for space robotic mechanisms. The approach is to (1) determine the mapping relationship between the reliability factors and control variables and (2) construct the system control model of operational reliability for the space mechanisms, by active regulation of the control variables with three objectives: (i) to minimize the cost when it performs a task under normal condition, (ii) to maximize the mission success rate when it is under abnormal condition, and (iii) to minimize performance degradation during its service years. By constructing a multiobjective optimization function set including tasks reliability, dynamic geometry physical parameters, and time-varying dynamic characteristics, we are going to (1) study the related methods of real-time adjustment and control to reliability of space mechanism by utilizing the optimization function set and (2) construct the fundamental theoretical framework of operational reliability system control of aerospace mechanisms. This will provide the basic theory and an effective means of implementation to ensure satisfying the long life and the high reliability requirements of the space mechanisms during the period of its service in orbit. This is a multidisciplinary research effort based upon multiple control-related fields.
This will be accomplished as follows. First, a division method of factors affecting the operational reliability is proposed, which divides the operational reliability factors into task-related factors and cost-related factors. Then the mapping relationships between the two kinds of factors and control variables are established. Based on this, an optimization model which integrates multiple variables and multiple constraints is constructed. Second, a hierarchical system control model which introduces the operational reliability factors is constructed. According to the model, the control of the space manipulator is divided into three layers: a task planning layer, a path planning layer, and a motion control layer. Operational reliability related performance parameters are measured as the system's feedback. Taking the factors affecting the operational reliability into consideration, the system can autonomously decide which control layer of the system should be optimized and how to optimize it using a control layer adjustment decision module. The operational reliability factors affect these three control layers in the form of constraints on control variables. In the task planning layer and path planning layer, the plan is adjusted by changing the constraints on the control variables and optimization criteria. In the motion control layer, performance is improved by modifying the controller parameters.
Meanwhile, an abnormality diagnostic module analyzes data from a sensor monitoring module to determine whether there is a fault and, if there is a fault, the location of the joint with the fault and, within the joint, the source of the fault, such as a failed actuator and sensor. After a fault is detected and its location is identified, the degree of performance degradation is determined by an operational capacity influence function.
If the fault results in joint performance degradation, as opposed to complete joint failure, motion performance constraints and optimization criteria are adjusted, and noise suppression measures are performed. The adjustment amounts to a correction of the motion control will ensure maximizing probability of task completion under the fault condition.
If the fault is a complete joint failure, a fault self-treatment is implemented. This will allow the manipulator to try to complete its tasks. To do this, the control model is adjusted and reconstructed. The failed joint may cause rapid changes in the parameters in the control models, and these rapid changes must be suppressed to avoid possible damage to the manipulator. After the control model reconstruction and online adjustment are performed, the feasibility of task stage division is redetermined. If it is not feasible, the task constraints and optimization criteria are updated and the task is replanned. This is the subject of parallel research efforts, so the details are not presented in this paper.
The Multiconstrained Multivariable Integrated Optimization Model of the Operational Reliability
According to reliability theory, the operational reliability factors of the space manipulator are identified. Then we divide the factors into task-related factors and cost-related factors. Necessary but not sufficient conditions for the system's high operational reliability are high quality and low cost of the task execution. Based on the determined reliability factors, a mathematical model of each factor is established and the model variables are determined; then the model variables are divided into controllable variables and uncontrollable variables. The mapping relationships between the operational reliability factors and controllable variables are established according to the mathematical model of each factor and the division of control variables.
Based on the above analysis, a multiconstrained multivariable integrated optimization model is built in order to improve the operational reliability, as shown in Figure 1 . The method presented subsequently is used to improve the operational reliability of space manipulator by adjusting the control variables in the control process, thereby to improve the success rate of the tasks implementation and extend the life of the equipment.
In Figure 1 , the operational reliability of space manipulator is determined by a series of operational reliability factors Based on the task requirements of space manipulator on orbit, the key indicators related to the typical task success or not are analyzed from the perspective of the task completion and the quality of task completion. Then the task-related factors are determined.
(1) No-Load Transfer Task. The no-load transfer task describes a transient motion between two configurations of space manipulator under no-load conditions. The main factors affecting the task completion and the quality of task completion are the end positioning and orientation, end speed, base attitude, base speed, flexible vibration, and so forth.
(2) Handling Task. The handling task describes a transient motion between two configurations of space manipulator with load, such as space lab transferring, satellite releasing, and assisting the astronaut extravehicular activity. The main factors affecting the task completion and the quality of task completion are base disturbing force, base attitude, base speed, end operating force, the end positioning and attitude and end speed, and so forth.
(3) Capturing Task. The capturing task means that the end of the robotic arm directly captures or dockings the payload target. The main factors affecting the task completion and the quality of task completion are the accuracy of end positioning and attitude, end speed, the collision force and base disturbing force, and so forth.
For the cost-related factors, first, the task-specific costs are classified based on the characteristics of the space manipulator and engineering experiences, into categories such as wear, performance degradation, failure of electronic components, and structural deformation. Then, based on the classification, affecting each execution, cost factors are analyzed, such as the effects of the load, speed, and temperature on wear, the effects of power, temperature, and frequency of use on the electronic component performance degradation, and the effects of collision and overloading on the mechanism deformation.
Furthermore, with some influence factors of operational reliability as examples, the relationships between them and control variables are shown as follows.
End Position and Orientation. The transformation
−1 , which transforms coordinate system { − 1} into coordinate system { }, can be considered as the product of the following four subtransformations: −1 rotates about −1 by −1 ; −1 translates along −1 by −1 ; −1 rotates about by ; −1 translates along by [37] .
Using the sequence of joint angle = { 1 , 2 , . . . , −1 , }, according to the transformation relationship between Denavit-Hartenberg parameters and coordinate system, the general expression of link transformation matrix −1 can be obtained:
Then, the link transformations can be multiplied together to find the single transformation that relates frame { } to frame {0}: the linear transformation from frame { } to frame {0} can be obtained by multiplying each transformation matrix in order:
0 is usually called the transformation matrix of manipulator. If position vector and rotation matrix = [ ] represent position and orientation of the end effector, the manipulator kinematics equation can be defined as follows:
The relationship between position and orientation of the end effector and the joint angle is established.
Collision Force.
According to the collision hypothesis, Coriolis force, centrifugal force, and speed dependency can be ignored relative to the collision impulse force because the impact time is very short [38, 39] . The integral in a very short period of time can be obtained: 
On account of kinematic relation (we assume that the system initial momentum and angular momentum are 0),
Derivate the equation and integrate the derivation in a very short period of time:
As for a pulse vector, it equals the product of pulse amplitude and direction vector; that is, = , where ∈ R 6 :
where = * * −1 * is the inertia matrix of the Jacobian matrix.
The collision process is divided into compression stage and recovery stage. The normal relative velocity is 0 on two objects' contact surface at the end of compression stage. We assume that the velocities before collision are V 1 and V 2 and the velocities at the final stage of compression are V 1 and V 2 . Thus, it forms the following formula in the final stage of compression:
where is normal vector of collision. We assume that the impulse of object 1 in compression phase is − . Thus the impulse of object 2 is :
We rewrite the equation of the collision pulse in the compression stage as
The Poisson model is assumed to be the collision between the manipulator and the target. Thus, the impulse of recovery phase is = , where 0 ≤ ≤ 1 is coefficient of restitution and has contact with surfaces and materials:
Thus, the factors (except for inherent factor) affected by visible pulse force are the direction of collision force, the Jacobi matrix of inertial object 2 ( 2 is fixed value when the object is ready), relative velocity (V 2 − V 1 ), and joint angle function 1 = * V * −1 * V , where * V is Jacobian matrix of generalized linear velocity and * −1 is generalized inertia matrix of manipulator.
Thus, the mapping relationship between the collision force and the terminal velocity and the joint angle is established.
End Speed.
According to the robotics, the robot Jacobian matrix ( ( )) is defined as the linear transformation from the velocity of end effector to that of joints, which can be seen as the transmission ratio of the velocity from the joint space to the Cartesian space [37] . That is, =̇= ( ).
We assume that and refer to the differential displacement and displacement rotation of the end effector, respectively; V and refer to linear velocity and angular velocity, respectively. As for the th joint, the direction of linear velocity it produced on the end effector is along :
Therefore, the th column of the Jacobian matrix is obtained:
As for the rotation of revolute joint, its angular velocity of end effector is
At the same time, the linear velocity of end effector is vector product:
Therefore, the column of the Jacobian matrix is defined as
where 0 refers to the origin of the last frame in the frame { } relative to base frame. The first three rows are on behalf of the transmission of the linear velocity (V) and the last three rows represent the transmission rate of angular velocity ( ), while each column represents that the corresponding joint velocity has influence on linear velocity and angular velocity of end effector. Therefore, the Jacobian matrix ( ) of manipulator can be written in the form of block:
We can simplify the equation aṡ
The mapping relationship between the angular velocity of joint and velocity of end effector is established.
Energy Consumption.
As the space mechanism is rather complex and the load of space vehicle is limited, it cannot carry more energy. As a result, the energy used by the arm is often limited. Energy used as an index of factors affecting the reliability of space mechanism is to reduce the energy consumption of the mechanical arm system and to meet the requirements of the mechanical arm using a long time. According to the calculation of the joint output power [40] , we can put forward the mathematical relationship about energy as follows based on the solution of joint moment:
2.5. Friction and Wear. The friction and wear cannot be avoided on account of joint gap, gear occlusion, and flexibility [41] . The relationship between the controllable variables and friction can be obtained by the following friction model:
where is friction coefficient,̈is output torque, and cos( ) is gravity torque.
The Operational Reliability System Control Model
The operational reliability system control model is illustrated in Figure 2 . Three control levels, task planning, path planning, and motion control, are used to complete the basic control of the space manipulator. A feedback loop considering operational reliability factors (both the taskrelated factors and the cost-related factors) is added in the system to adjust the control process, delaying the mechanism performance degradation during the service period and improving the operational reliability. The fault diagnosis module, in the feedback loop, is used to assess the state of the system. When the fault section is in one of two states, the performance degradation state or functional failure state, the noise suppression method (bottom path of fault self-handling) or model reconstruction method (top path of fault self-handling) is used to adjust the control system, respectively.
Three-Layer Control Structures.
The control system of the space manipulator is divided into three layers: task planning, path planning, and motion control, along the forward path of the control loop in Figure 2 . A specified task is the input to the control system for the space manipulator, and the first module, task planning module, splits the task into stages; the first block, the Stage Division of Task block, divides the task into discrete stages. 
Analysis the factors affecting the implementation cost
Motion pairs gap increases, electronic components performance degradation, and failure mechanism deformation, . . . Movement block divides each stage into a sequence of middle points. Path planning module plans the path between every two adjacent middle points and divides it into a sequence of joint angles in the time domain. According to the joint angle sequences obtained by the path planning module, motion control module controls the motors to make the joints rotate to the desired angles. The detected value of the task-related performance parameters and cost-related performance parameters is the feedback information; taking the operational reliability factors into consideration, the system can autonomously decide which control level of system should be optimized and how to optimize it using the decision-making for control level adjustments module located in the feedback loop. The module makes decisions based on the following logic guidelines:
Classification of implementation cost for space manipulator
(1) The task-related parameters are in line with expectations, and cost-related parameters are reasonable: the system is normal. No adjustments to the constraints are imposed.
(2) The task-related parameters are in line with expectations, and cost-related parameters are unreasonable: path planning constraints should be adjusted.
The task-related parameters are not in line with expectations, and cost-related parameters are reasonable: motion controller parameters should be adjusted.
(4) The task-related parameters are not in line with expectations, and cost-related parameters are unreasonable: potential fault and task planning should be adjusted.
Whether the task-related parameters are in line with expectations is determined in the decision-making for control level adjustments block as follows.
Denote by , = 1, . . . , , the value of the th task-related factor. For example, the joint angles can be measured and are the configuration of the end effector.
Let the error between the value of the task-related factors and that of the control target during each control period be denoted by
where Δ is the error of the factors, is the number of factors, and is the control period. Then the accumulated error of the task-related factors within control cycles is
where is the cumulative error of the task-related factors. Δ is the error of the factors. is the number of factors. is the current control cycle and is the integration length.
When is greater than a prescribed threshold value * , the task-related parameters do not meet the requirements;
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Whether the cost-related parameters are reasonable is determined as follows. The factors of current, temperature, and so forth related with costs are expressed by : ( = 1, 2, . . . , = 1, 2, . . . ) ,
where means value of the factors related with costs and and are, respectively, the number of factors and control cycles.
A cumulative value of each factor related with costs in control cycles is taken:
where cumulative error of factors related with costs is and is value of factors related with costs, with , , and , respectively, expressing the number of factors, current control cycle, and the length of integration.
The cost-related parameters are not reasonable when is bigger than the prescribed threshold value * ; otherwise they are reasonable. The threshold value * is determined according to engineering experience and experimental statistical data.
Adjustment Method of Control Levels.
Based on the results obtained by the adjustment decision-making module of control level, different strategies are used to make adjustments or corrections for each control level. In task planning layer and path planning layer, the planning scheme is adjusted by changing constraints of control variables and optimization criteria, and the controller parameters are modified to improve performance in motion control layer.
The effect of flexible dynamics will be considered in path planning layer, which means that the operational reliability system control method will consider how to eliminate the influence of the flexible dynamics in the path planning. Based on it, new constraints in the path planning level are added up and optimal path planning trajectory is obtained, which can reduce or eliminate the vibration effect of robotic arm during the operation process.
In motion control layer, Library of Time-Varying Constraint Model includes internal constraints and external constraints. Internal constraints consist of time-varying of lubrication, time-varying of the gap, and so forth. External constraints consist of time-varying of configurations, timevarying of contact, time-varying of load, time-varying of fault, and so forth.
Based on the determined reliability factors, the corresponding relationships between the affecting factors of the operational reliability (such as gear friction torque, friction torque of bearings, and link bending deformation) and dynamics parameters of joint system (such as moment of inertia, stiffness, and internal friction torque) are analyzed, and Library of Time-Varying Constraint Model is built. Based on the above, with time-varying dynamics parameters as constraints, the joint movement control system framework of space manipulator is built. Online dynamics parameter identification method is used; then the feedforward compensation with the joint moment of inertia, stiffness and internal friction torque, and the feedback compensation using control deviation are realized. Finally the motion control method of operational reliability with time-varying dynamic constraints for space manipulator is achieved.
Exploring many possible strategies for this is the subject of current research efforts. The example later in the paper provides a possible implementation.
Adjustment of Control Level Introduced Influencing Factors of Operational Reliability.
According to the mapping relationship between influencing factors of operational reliability and each control variable of manipulator in the multiple constraints and multivariable comprehensive optimization model, influencing factors of operational reliability under the condition of performing a task with high quality and low cost are selected, and scope of the corresponding control variables is obtained as their constraint range through the mapping relationship. This constraint is made as a new constraint of mission planning and path planning to replan the task or path.
Overview of Fault Self-Processing.
Data from sensors and other monitoring modules are analyzed through the fault diagnosis module, judging whether there is fault and fault source. Aiming at fault source, influence function of operation ability under the condition of fault for space manipulator is established to evaluate performance attenuation.
If performance of the fault source attenuates, movement performance constraints and optimization criterion are changed according to the degree of attenuation, and noise suppression adjustment is implemented with adjustment amount as correction of motion control to ensure the maximum probability of completing a task under the fault condition.
If the fault diagnosis module detects a fault, fault selfhandling is implemented, including online adjustment and reconstruction of control model for manipulator and adjustment of restraining parameter mutation.
For redundant space manipulator, the freedom degrees of the joints are greater than the freedom degrees that the end pose defines. Within the joint space, there are multiple sets of feasible solution which can make each of the joints move from an initial position to a desired position while keeping the end actuator pose unchanged. Meanwhile, it is possible for redundant space manipulator to complete a given task while one or some joints fall into a complete joint failure. In this case, reconstruction and restraining of parameters mutation methods for space manipulator are required.
Model reconstruction includes kinematics and dynamics model reconstruction. Online adjustment includes the adjustment of control models and the operating parameters. The adjustment of control models includes adjustment of constraints, control objective, parameters mathematical relationship, and calculating the mathematical model again. The adjustment of motion parameters includes adjustment of the parameters mutation due to joint faults and model reconstruction. Restraining of parameters mutation is achieved by introducing compensation term to make the manipulator operate smoothly during its control model reconstruction and adjustment [42, 43] .
After reconstruction and online adjustment of model for manipulator are implemented, the stage division achieved by task planning module is rejudged as feasible or not. If not, task constraints and optimization criteria are updated and task planning module is performed again.
Simulation Experiment

Experimental Scheme.
The control method is further explained with a "no-load transfer task" of the space manipulator as an example. According to the multiple constraints and multivariable comprehensive optimization model of operational reliability, it is determined that the task-related factor for the "no-load transfer task" of the space manipulator is the terminal position accuracy. Joint wear is made as an example for the cost-related factor of the example, which only considers the effect of velocity on the wear.
Sensors are used to detect each joint angle of the manipulator for each control cycle. The measurement values are subtracted from the target joint angle in the path planning scheme to obtain the error of each joint angle and the error of the terminal position according to the forward kinematics solution of the manipulator. The sum of the squares of the terminal position error in control cycles is taken as only one example of a way to calculate the error of the taskrelated factor. When it is greater than the required threshold of the task, the effect of task execution is not consistent with expectations. For the rest of this example, we will assume that the task-related factors are less than the required threshold.
For the cost-related factors, according to the theory of tribology, wear of a kinematic pair inevitably requires increased power consumption, which causes the increase of working current for actuators. When the value of the current detected by a sensor is greater than a reasonable threshold, we take that as an indirect measure of the cost-related factor.
Based on the above information, the decision-making for control level adjustments block determines which control layer to adjust, if any:
(1) If the manipulator runs normally, none of the control levels needs to be adjusted.
(2) If a failure occurs, the task planning scheme needs to be adjusted. According to the fault self-handling, the failed joint is locked first, and then online adjustment and reconstruction of the control model for the manipulator are implemented by the control model reconstruction and online adjustment block, and then task feasibility evaluation is implemented to the model of the manipulator after reconstruction. If the reconstructed model cannot meet execution conditions of continuing the task, the task is replanned based on the new control model of the manipulator.
(3) If the cost-related factors are unreasonable, then path planning needs to be adjusted, and the joint angle range of error minimum and the joint angular velocity of wear rate Table 1 , and joint variable is the joint angle .
Based on the given kinematics parameters (D-H parameters) of manipulator, the kinematics model is established, and the mapping relationship between joint angle and end pose is obtained. By using the kinematics model and path planning algorithms, the path and joint angle sequence can be obtained for subsequent simulations. Using the joint angle sequence, combining with the wear model, the wear can be calculated while the manipulator performs a given path, and the followup simulations can be conducted.
The joint error model is the error distribution under different joint angles:
where is joint error, is joint angle, and (⋅) expresses the probability distribution of error with 1 ( ), 2 ( ), . . . , ( ) expressing parameters of the distribution (⋅), which is obtained by experimental data statistics. Model of joint error for simulation assumes that it obeys normal distribution: A n gu la r ve lo ci ty The joint system of manipulator is a highly nonlinear system. The friction and wear are important nonlinear factors that affect the control precision and the operational cost. The friction parameters change with time-varying factors (such as the position and the velocity of the joint) during the dynamic operational process of the manipulator.
The wear rate model should be derived by the analysis of wear theory or actual experiment test. No matter which method is adopted, the model should be a function related to multiple factors (one of the independent variables is time).
In this paper, a wear model is built based on the investigation and analysis of materials and relevant research reports [44] [45] [46] [47] . For simplicity, the wear rate is only related to the change of time and joint angular velocity.
Model of joint wear is the wear rate under different joint angular velocity:̇=
wherė,, and are, respectively, wear rate, joint angular velocity, and service time of equipment and (⋅) expresses the wear surface obtained by wear tests under different working conditions. A time-varying wear model is introduced in the form of the wear rate distribution of different joint angular velocity and assuming time-varying wear model is as shown in Figure 4 .
In the simulation experiment, we record the wear within the given service time. In order to calculate the wear, firstly, we traverse the service time of the manipulator. It performs the given task during each service phase and then the wear in each task control cycle is obtained according to the wear model. Then, the wear during the process of the entire task is obtained by integral approach. At last, we obtain the wear of the manipulator through the repeated simulation within the given service time.
When constraints of joint angle and joint angular velocity are determined, task and path planning for the manipulator are reevaluated. If the current planning scheme meets the constraint conditions, it continues to execute the task, 
Results Analysis.
As is shown in Figure 5 , compared with the traditional control methods, error between planning scheme and the executing result falls in the range closer to zero by that of operational reliability with a greater probability of execution results meeting accuracy requirements of the task.
As is shown in Figure 6 , the traditional control methods without considering the cost-related factors and that of operational reliability are used to execute the same task for a long time with a smaller amount of wear for manipulator by the control method of operational reliability. Thus, it can be inferred that, with other influencing factors of reliability changing identically and the same wear failure criteria, using the control method of operational reliability to control the manipulator has a longer expected service period.
Conclusion
From the aspect of research achievement, a control model of hierarchical system introducing operational reliability influencing factors is constructed from system level in this project, dividing the control process into three levels of task planning, path planning, and motion control. Actual state of operational reliability for space manipulator is real-time characterized and reflected through the detected or calculated value of operational reliability factors (terminal position, terminal velocity, collision force, energy consumption, friction and wear, etc.). It is made as a feedback to consider the mapping relationship between influencing factors of operational reliability and control variables comprehensively and the decision-making for control level adjustments module is used to decide adjustment strategy of three control levels autonomously.
Based on the obtained results of the decision-making for control level adjustments module and through the multicriteria task planning model under multiconstraint conditions, path planning model considering the effect of flexible dynamics, and motion control model under time-varying and dynamic constraints for space manipulator, the three control levels are influenced and adjusted by the operational reliability factors in the form of control variable constraints and different strategies are used to adjust or amend for each control level. In task planning and path planning level, planning scheme adjustment is influenced in the form of changing control variable constraints and optimization criteria, and performance is improved by modifying parameters of the controller in motion control level. A simulation example is designed based on the proposed control model of operational reliability, with a "no-load transfer task" of space manipulator as an example to further illustrate this method. In the experiment, joint wear is treated as the cost-related factor, only considering the effect of the control variable (joint angular velocity) on wear.
The result shows that, compared with the traditional control method executing the same task for a long time, the control method of using the operational reliability to control the manipulator has a smaller amount of wear, and this method has a longer expected service period under the same wear failure criteria. The research results can be well extended and applied to the development of aviation, navigation, and complex electromechanical products in other industries, which plays an important role in enhancing core competitiveness of the national science and technology and has very important scientific significance and practical value in engineering.
Future Work
(1) In the three control levels of the system control model, the introduced level and occasion of dynamics factors need to be considered. Task planning level is responsible for profile analysis of the given task, completing events and description of environmental timing sequence during the execution process of task. Due to the technical characteristics, it has not yet to consider the dynamic factors in task planning level. Therefore, dynamic factors are, respectively, introduced only in path planning and motion control.
In path planning, joint driven torque of the manipulator is limited under general conditions, so it should be reduced as much as possible under the premise to ensure the successful completion of the task. In order to solve this problem, the optimization objective function related to joint driving torque of space manipulator is established based on dynamic equations. Based on the local optimization methods (null space method, minimum joint torque method, etc.) or the global optimization methods (particle swarm optimization algorithm, etc.), objective function is optimized, namely, achieving the minimum joint torque. In motion control, flexibility, friction, and so on related with operational reliability are added to dynamic models in the design of the controller. Parameters of the above dynamic models are identified in the control process to adjust parameters of the controller in real time and optimize control effect.
(2) The system control model of operational reliability for space mechanism under fault mode should be further improved and perfected. Under fault conditions, it is a problem that should be solved in the subsequent research work, that is, how the control model of manipulator completes the fault self-handling and ensures compliance control of sudden fault and maximum probability of task completion. Data from monitoring module of sensors and so forth are analyzed to judge whether there is a fault and the fault source through the fault diagnosis module. Under fault conditions, scope of the degraded workspace for manipulator is determined through the Assessment of Performance Degradation module.
If the performance of fault source degrades, such as increase of the gap, being smaller than the maximum value of joint torque, the method of noise suppression is adopted and the noise is estimated by Bayesian method when noise interference aggravates. Then performance function of adjustment strategy is constructed to superpose a corrected value for motion control input to maximize the probability of completing the task successfully for the manipulator under fault conditions. If the fault source fails, such as the joint failure, locking the fault joint immediately, according to onorbit task requirements of space manipulator, and faulttolerant control optimization objectives based on operational reliability, basic control constraints are selected (including boundary constraints, kinematic constraints, and dynamic constraints), using the reconstruction method of control model to establish the fault-tolerant control model of space manipulator and suppressing parameter mutation at the same time. Because system model switching can cause the parameter mutation of the control model, the priority of suppressing mutation parameters is determined and the suppression method research considering global parameters mutation is developed for typical on-orbit tasks of space manipulator by using the principle of perturbation method and adding the vector of control compensation to derive suppression
